The following requirements will be met, without exception, for digital cameras:
a) The rider has responsibility for the operation of their personal digital camera.
b) Rally Staff members are not responsible for any event, circumstance or situation that
prevents them from viewing the rider’s digital pictures. This includes, but is not limited to,
power outages, computer crashes, or incompatibility between the rider’s digital camera,
the rider’s digital media and the rally’s media reader.
c) Rally staff will have rally provided media card readers available. It is the rider’s
responsibility to ensure their camera’s media can be read by the media card reader.
Common SD and xD media cards will be acceptable; no mini or micro cards. If the rider is not
sure if their specific media card will be considered, it is the rider’s responsibility to contact the
rally master. Cards of 2GB or smaller are recommended.
d) Riders are required to set their digital camera’s date/time to EDT (+/-2 minutes). Riders
are also required to use a setting of no greater than 8MP (mega-pixels), or 3264 x 2468. It is
recommended that rider’s set their resolution no greater than 3MP (2048 x 1536). EXIF metadata
will be considered as “imprinted on the image”.
e) The down loading and/or viewing of images from the rider’s digital media card to the
scorer’s laptop will be conducted prior to scoring. ALL IMAGES on the camera’s memory
card will be considered for scoring! Save yourself some time and start the rally with a
blank memory card. Images not related to capturing a bonus will be penalized. All
images become property of the rally.
f) Digital pictures must be on a removable media card. Only pictures transferred to or viewed on
the rally’s scoring laptops from the rider’s media cards will be available for scoring; no revisions
will be allowed.
g) Riders MAY NOT combine digital and hard copy prints.
h) When riders are being scored, they will have the opportunity to view their pictures on the
scorer’s laptop and chose the picture they desire to have scored. Up to two images
may be reviewed for each bonus location, except where multiple documentation is
required. Extra bonus location images will incur a penalty.

